Baseball:  Joey Magrisi, Torrey Pines
Softball:    Payton Tidd, San Marcos
Volleyball (B): Camden Gianni, La Costa Canyon
Track (B):  Jaden Rosenthal, High Tech High SD
Field (B):  Jayln Jackson, Eastlake
Track (G): McKenna Brown, La Costa Canyon
Field (G):  Alysah Hickey, Coronado
Golf (B): James Song, Torrey Pines
Tennis (B): Nik Speshilov, Torrey Pines
Swimming (G): Rachel Rhee, La Costa Canyon
Swimming (B): Brandon Kulik, La Costa Canyon
Lacrosse (B): Evan Egan, Torrey Pines
Lacrosse (G): Kelli McKinnon, Torrey Pines
Gymnastics: Mackenzie Ryan, West Hills
Badminton: Leon Taing, Patrick Henry